Abstract

Diffusing a rough situation by sending a Patch to a loved one.
Solution

Drawing from creative commons and other resources, create custom messages to your loved one.

- Flickr API
- Youtube API
- Pre-written message selections
Splash Screen

- loading
Home Screen

- Summary quilt for Patches
- View past patches
Contacts

- Add closest friends
- Assign icons
- General Information of friends
Timeline

• Lists shared Events
• Shows completed and missed events.
Select Image

- Choose one from category
- Write heart-wrenching apology.
Send Image

- Preview creation
- Remake/Send
Notifications

• Need for Patch (Missed event)
• Patches Received
• View Response
Recieved and Respond

- Respond via three choices
  - Thumbs Up
  - Thumbs Down
  - The Bird
Proof of Concept

svkei.net/patch/Patch.html